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OPINION BELOW

The opinion of the District Court is not reported but

may be found in the record at pages 91-95.

STATEMENT OF CASE

The instant action is one based upon tort, the plaintiffs,

Lester F. Murray and Pacific Employers' Insurance Com-

pany, the appellants herein, alleging that appellant Murray

was injured, which injuries were caused by the negligence of

a third person; namely, Louis McFarland, the appellee here-

in. The accident occurred on U. S. Highway 91-191, within

the limits of the City of Downey, Idaho (Tr. p. 21) , at or

near a point where one leaves the main highway to enter a

portion of the City of Downey, Idaho (Tr. p. 23).



U. S. Highway 91-191 at the point of the accident runs in a

generally northerly-southerly direction (Tr. p. 23), the

highway contains a slight curve and immediately to the east

thereof lies the main line of the Union Pacific Railroad

from Butte to Salt Lake City ( Tr. p. 24) . U. S. Highway

91-191 and the railroad divide the business sections of the

City of Downey, a portion lying to the west of said high-

way and the larger portion thereof lying to the east of the

said highway and railroad track, there being, however, a

number of business houses to the west of and along the

highway. Persons going to the eastern portion of Downey

leave the Highway 91-191 and cross the railroad track to

enter that part of the Village, and at this point an intersect-

ing highway leaves the main highway (Tr. p. 24) . The in-

intersecting highway is a street leaving the highway at about a

45° angle and an island separates the intersecting roads,

namely, for travelers from the north entering Downey, and

travelers from the south entering Downey (Tr. p. 23-24)

.

For the convenience of the Court we have drawn a dia-

gram showing the railroad track, the Highway, and the Is-

land hereinbefore mentioned, and the "Y" hereafter mention-

ed.

TO EAST S»PE
DOWNEY



To the south of the point of the accident approximately

1500 feet there is a junction of U. S. highways which form

a "Y" (Tr. p. 74) . At the point of the "Y," there is one high-

way leading to Preston, Idaho, in a southeasterly direction, one

highway leading to Malad City, Idaho, in a southwesterly

direction (Tr. p. 64) . Appellant Murray testified that he

came to this junction, namely, the "Y," at which place there is

a stop sign, and that he stopped as he entered the "Y" (Tr. p.

64) , and that is the last thing he remembers until he regained

consciousness at the hospital (Tr. p. 64) . The accident com-

plained of herein was between a Plymouth automobile, which

appellant Murray was driving but not owning, and a truck

partially loaded with wheat, driven by appellee McFarland

(Tr. p. 22) . The cause was tried before a jury and at the

close of plaintiffs evidence (Tr. p. 90) , the defendant moved

the court for a directed verdict, as follows;

"Comes now the defendant and moves for a

directed verdict in this and based upon the follow-

ing grounds:

"That there is not sufficient evidence to justify

the Court in submitting this matter to the jury

and that the evidence is insufficient to show that

the defendant was in anywise negligent and furth-

er that the evidence discloses that the accident

occurred off the highway, not on the highway, not

on the travelled portion of the highway and there

is no identification that this truck, as driven by
Mr. McFarland, was not in a position that it was at

the time of the impact. In other words, there is no
identification here that the truck that the Plaintiff

said he saw coming down the highway is the truck

that he collided with, because he said he didn't



know, and further from the fact that in this case

there is an explanation that up to a certain point

the speed limit is contrary to and in violation of the

laws of the state of Idaho—that was being main-

tained by the Plaintiff."

The negligence complained of by the appellants was

that Louis McFarland was negligent in failing to maintain a

proper lookout and in making a left turn across the highway

into the path of plaintiff-appellant Lester F. Murray's auto-

mobile, and in failing to keep his truck under control and

at a speed which was alleged to have been unreasonable at

the time and place of the accident. Appellants alleged that

by reason of the acts and things aforementioned, Lester P.

Murray received severe, painful, disabling, and permanent

injuries, all to his damage in the amount of $50,000, and

that plaintiff-appellant Pacific Employers' Insurance Com-

pany, by reason of its being compelled to pay compensation

insurance to Mr. Lester F. Murray was damaged to the ex-

tent of $2,839.22 (Tr. pp. 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8).

Appellee McFarland answered the complaint and denied

all the allegations of the complaint, save and except that the

accident occurred and that appellant Murray was injured.

Appellee McFarland denies specifically that as a result of

his negligence, carelessness, and heedlessness the appellants,

particularly appellant Murray, suffered injuries, and alleges

affirmatively that he, McFarland, is not aware of the type

or kind of injuries sustained by appellant Murray, and like-

wise that the said appellant Murray did not exercise ordinary

care, caution, or prudence in the premises, to avoid the said

i



accident, anci the resulting injuries, if any, were directly and

proximately contributed to and caused by the fault, careless-

ness, and negligence of the appellant Murray, and that the

fault, carelessness, and negligence of the appellant Murray

contributed to and caused whatever injuries said appellant

received. The appellee likewise plead that the sole cause of

whatever injuries said Lester F. Murray received was oc-

casioned by the fault, carelessness, and negligence of said

Lester F. Murray, and that the fault, negligence, and care-

lessness of appellant Murray was and is imputed to the

appellant Pacific Employers' Insurance Company. Appellee

McFarland likewise alleged that the appellant Murray failed

to see, or notice, or give way to defendant-appellee, when

he had time and clearance to avoid a collision (Tr. pp. H,

12, 13).

After the plaintiffs-appellants had submitted testimony,

through Murray and by several other witnesses, and had

rested their case, the Motion for Directed Verdi|ct was

granted by the Court, the Court stating the matter thusly:

"The Court: It is claimed in the complaint that

plaintiff was injured as a result of the manner in

which the defendant was operating his vehicle. The
acts of negligence as alleged are:

"1st. That the defendant failed and refused to

maintain and keep a lookout in a southerly direc-

tion as he, the said defendant, made a left-hand

turn and drove east across highway 191 directly

into the path of the car being operated by the plain-

tiff (142).

"2nd. That the defendant at said time and



place failed to have his said motor vehicle under

control.

"3rd. That the defendant herein propelled and
drove his truck into a left-hand turn across the-

center line of said highway and into the path of the

car being operated by the plaintiff, at a high, dan-

gerous and excessive rate of speed considering the

proximity of the automobile being driven by the

plaintiff.

"4th. Defendant was further negligent and

careless and heedless in operating his said auto-

mobile upon the wrong side of said roadway and-

onto the side of the roadway lawfully used by the

plaintiff herein.

"5th. That the defendant was also negligent

and careless and heedless in failing to yield the

right-of-way to the plaintiff herein.

"It would be necessary, before the plaintiff

could recover, to prove one or more of the allega-

tions of negligence by a preponderance of the evi-

dence, that is, it is necessary that the plaintiff prove

one or more of the allegations of negligence in the

complaint by an amount of evidence which would
convince the jury that the weight of the evidence

tended to his side of the case. Here we are not ad-

vised in any way how the accident happened except

there was a collision in which both vehicles were

involved. There is no evidence as to how the plain-

tiff handled his car after passing the stop sign, as

the evidence is that he had no recollection of any

occurance. He is of the opinion (143) that he was
driving about 35 miles an hour. It may be presum-

ed that he was using due care for his own safety.

However, to establish actionable negligence in such

a case, the evidence must so describe, picture or

visualize what happened as to enable one fixed



with the responsibiUty for ascertaining the facts to

find that the defendant was the culpable party, and
to warrant such a finding, the evidence must be so

strong as to preclude the possibility of injury in

any other way, and compel, as the only reasonable

one, the conclusion that the accident was caused by
the negligence of the defendant in the manner
alleged. Proving merely that the accident happened
or the existence of an opportunity existed for it to

happen in the manner alleged is insufficient. The
plaintiff must go further and show, not only the

defendant's negligence, but that the injury com-
plained of was the result of such negligence. This

rule of presumption is a fixed rule, but it should

not be abused, and regardless of this presumption

the evidence must show that the defendant was
negligent and that such negligence was the proxi-

mate cause of the injury or injuries complained of,

before the Plaintiff could recover.

"Negligence is never presumed and it cannot be

presumed that the defendant was negligent here.

There is no evidence that the defendant violated

any law of the State of Idaho, and any decision of

the Court or jury that the defendant was negli-

gent would be the merest guesswork (144). The
evidence as introduced by the Plaintiff is that the

defendant gave the proper left-hand signal before

making the turn. This is an unfortunate accident

—

I am satisfied that the plaintiff was severely injured

and suffers permanent disability. However, to

hold the defendant we must find from the evidence

that his negligence was the cause of the accident.

Proximate cause of any injury is a cause which in

its natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by
any new cause produces an event, and without

which the event would not have occurred. To find

this would require speculation far beyond any in-

ference that can be drawn from the evidence here.
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It may be that neither party was negligent. It may
be that it was an unavoidable accident. There is no
way for us to determine. The mere fact that an
accident happened does not justify holding the de-

fendant liable.

"After a thorough consideration of the record

here and a somewhat hurried study of the authori-

ties, it is impossible for the Court to find any
evidence where men's minds might differ as to the

proof of negligence on the part of, or by the de-

fendant here. This does not come within the so-

called scintilla of evidence rule. As I have mention-

ed, the plaintiff's evidence, rather than show
negligence on the part of the defendant, proves that

the defendant observed the rules of the road and
was not (145) guilty of negligence.

"The Court dislikes to assume the role of the

Jury, indeed. I never intend to do that. However,
I feel that I would be lax in my duty—in the duty

imposed upon me—if I were to allow this to go to

the jury and impose upon it the burden of bringing

in a verdict which in the Judgment of the Court

would be mere guesswork on their part.

"The Motion will be granted, "and" I want
the jury to know that the Court assumes full re-

sponsibility for this decision because, under the

law, I feel that it was necessary for the Plaintiff to

prove some negligence on the part of the Defendant

and this, in the Court's opinion, they have failed

to do, and under the law it is the duty of the Court

to instruct you and the instruction of the Court is

that you return a verdict in favor of the defendant

and against the plaintiffs. The alternate jury may
be excused until Monday morning at ten o'clock.

"To avoid delay, I will appoint Mrs. Corey

as foreman of this Jury and Mr. Clerk, you will

hand her the verdict for her signature." (Tr. p.

91-95).



The appellants have appealed from the judgment enter-

ed on the order granting motion for Directed Verdict.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

I.

"The driver of a vehicle approaching but not

having entered an intersection shall yield the right

of way to a vehicle within such intersection and

turning therein to the left across the line of travel

of such first-mentioned vehicle, provided the driver

of the vehicle turning left has given a plainly vis-

ible signal of intention to turn as required in sec-

tion 49-519."

Section 49-520, Idaho Code

11.

"a. Any person driving a vehicle on a highway
shall drive the same at a careful and prudent speed

not greater than is reasonable and proper, having

due regard to the traffic, surface, and width of the

highway and of any other conditions then existing,

and no person shall drive any vehicle upon a high-

way at such a speed as to endanger the life, limb or

property of any person.

"b. Subject to the provisions of subdivision (a) of

this section and except in those instances where a

lower speed is specified in this chapter, it shall be

prima facie lawful for the driver of a vehicle to

drive the same at a speed not exceeding the follow-

ing, but in any case when such speed would be

unsafe it shall not be lawful.
* * * *
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*'3. Fifteen miles an hour when approaching

within fifty feet and in traversing an intersection

of highways when the driver's view is obstructed.

A driver's view shall be deemed to be obstructed

when at any time during the last fifty feet of his

approach to such intersection, he does not have a

clear and uninterrupted view of such intersection

and of the traffic upon all of the highways enter-

ing such intersection for a distance of two hundred

feet of such intersection.
^ ^ ^ ^

"5. Twenty miles an hour on any highway
in a business district, as defined herein, when traf-

fic on such highway is controlled at intersections by
traffic officers or stop-and-go signals."

Section 49-504, Idaho Code

III.

"The driver of any vehicle traveling at an un-

lawful speed shall forfeit any right of way which
he might otherwise have hereunder."

Section 49-520, Idaho Code

IV.

The injured party is not excused from giving evidence

tending to free such party from the charge of contributory

negligence by simply saying that he can not remember as to

the circumstances or facts of the accident, without giving any

evidence that such want of recollection was caused by the acci-

dent which is complained of.

Thompson v. Southern Michigan Transpor- I

tation Co. (Mich.) 246 N. W. 174 !

ii
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Drago V. New York Central ^ Hudson Rail-

road Company (N. Y.) 124 N. Y. S.

374, on p. 376

McElwain v. Myers (Pa.) (80 A 2d 859)

V.

Proving merely that the accident happened, or the ex-

istence of opportunity for it to happen in the manner alleged,

is insufficient to sustain the plantiff's case. The plaintiff must

go further and show not only the defendant's negligence but

that the injuries complained of were the result of such negli-

gence.

McElwain v. Myers (Pa.)

80 A. 2d 859

Houston V. Republican Athletic Assn. (Pa.)

22 A. 2d 715

Schleback v. Boat Trades Assn. of Philadel-

phia, Pa. (Pa.) 45 A 2d 410

VI.

Negligence is not presumed. The mere occurrence of in-

jury creates no presumption of negligence, except in so far

as other facts make the dcKtrine of res ipsa loquitur applic-

able.

Nichols Applied Evidence, Vol. 4, pp 3302,

3303
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VIL

Res ipsa loquitur does not apply where injury was the

result of two or more concurring causes . . . nor ... in the

case of two travelers upon the highway, and, in the absence

of statute to the contrary, it is generally held that the maxim

of res ipsa loquitur does not apply in an action arising out

of .... a collision between moving vehicles upon the high-

way.

Nichols Applied Evidence, Vol. 4, p 4027

Blashfield Ency. of Automobile Law, Vol. 9,

p. 338

VIII.

Where there are several instrumentalities used in doing

the thing out of which the accident arose, some of which

are under the control of the defendant and others which were

under the control of the complaining party, the doctrine of

res ipsa loquitur will not apply where the accident may rea-

sonably have occurred by reason of defects in the instrumen-

tality under plaintiff's control.

Nichols Applied Evidence, Vol. 4, p. 4024

IX.

Plaintiff may not rely upon res ipsa loquitur where he

pleads specific negligence or a particular cause.

Annotation, 79 A. L. R. 48
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X.

The presumption that injured party used due care bears

only to the issue of contributory negligence. It does not help

the plaintiff on the issue of negligence by the defendant, the

defendant being entitled to a like presumption of due care

on that issue.

Riess V. Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

(2CC) 107 F 2d. 385

9 Blashfield Ency. of Automobile Law, p.

354

XL

In the absence of any positive evidence of negligence on

the part of the defendant in actions such as the instant case,

it is incumbent upon the trial court to direct a verdict, since

there is no question of fact for the jury to decide.

Riess V. Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

(2CC) 107 F. 2d 385

XIL

Only if the plaintiff has proved carelessness and negli-

gence on the part of the defendant, if he has so proved them,

may the presumption that the injured or deceased used ordin-

ary care and prudence be indulged in. The mere fact that an

accident happened is not sufficient basis to presume that the

defendant was negligent, siiice negligence is never presumed.
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Geist V. Moore, 58 Ida. 149, at Page 167,

70 P. 2d 403;

Wenhold v. O'Dea, (Pa.),

12 A. 2d 115, on p. 117;

Vance v. Grohe, (Iowa)

,

274 N.W. 902, 116 A.L.R. 332;

Mast V. Illinois Central Railroad Company,
79F.S. 149, at p. 164.

ARGUMENT

This action was brought by Lester F. Murray, a resident

of the State of Illinois, and Pacific Employers' Insurance

Company wherein they allege that Louis McFarland, a

resident of the State of Idaho, inflicted upon Murray

certain injuries, all of which resulted from said Mc-

Farland's negligent operation of a certain wheat truck upon

U. S. Highway 91-191. Certain specific acts of negligence are

alleged in said complaint by the appellants, to wit: (a) that

the defendant failed and refused to maintain or keep a proper

lookout in the operation of his truck; (b) that defendant,

at said time and place, failed to have his said motor vehicle

under control; (c) that the defendant herein propelled and

drove his truck into a lefthand turn across the center line of

said highway and into the car being operated by the plaintiff

at a high, dangerous, and excessive rate of speed; (d) that

defendant was further negligent, careless, and heedless in

operating his said automobile upon the wrong side of said

roadway and onto the side of the roadway lawfully used by
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the plaintiff; (e) that the defendant was negligent, careless,

and heedless in failing to yield the right of way to plaintiff

herein (Tr. pp. 3-8)

.

The defendant answered, denying all these allegations

of negligence and alleged as affirmative defenses thereto

that the plaintiff Lester F. Murray did not exercise ordinary

care, caution, and prudence in the premises to avoid said

accident referred to in said complaint and that the resulting

injuries, if any, complained of were directly and proximately

contributed to and caused by the fault, carelessness, and neg-

ligence of Lester F. Murray, and further, that said Lester F.

Murray did not exercise ordinary care, caution, and prudence

in the premises to avoid said accident, and that the resulting

injuries, if any, complained of were directly and proxi-

mately contributed to and caused by the fault, carelessness,

and negligence of the plaintiff Lester F. Murray.

Appellee also alleged affirmatively that plantiff Murray,

failed to see, or notice, or give way to defendant when he had

time and clearance to give notice (Tr. pp. 9-14).

The Pacific Employers Insurance Company, a California

corporation, joins by reason of its holding workman's com-

pensation insurance for Mr. Murray's employer, the Inland

Empire Insurance Company, and it alleges that it is entitled

to be subrogated to any relief obtainable by Appellant Mur-

ray from Appellee McFarland by reason of its being com-

pelled to pay workman's compensation benefits to Mr. Mur-

ray (Tr. p. 4)

.

It will be noted by the Court that in the plaintiffs' com-
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plaint very positive allegations of negligence are contained

therein, but upon the trial of the matter, the only testimony

Appellant Murray was able to give was that he did not re-

member any of the circumstances leading up to the accident

(Tr. pp. 64, 65, 78, 81 and 91). In the testimony the

question was asked

—

"Q. What did you observe from that point on?

A. I was going north—nothing particularly, but

the usual things. I was watching the highway
just before I came to the—there is a Y coming
into Downey and just before I got there I saw a

truck coming the opposite direction. He was
approximately, I would say, 400 feet away
from me.

Q. What do you next remember?

A. That is the last I remember."

(Tr. p. 64)

.

The appellant has alleged the specific acts of negligence

against the appellee, now it is clearly shown by appellants'

own testimony that Murray has no knowledge of any negli-

gence that the defendant-appellee was guilty of, and, from

said testimony, it cannot be presumed by the Court that he,

Murray, blacked out at that point. He merely testified that

he had no mental responses for the last few hundred feet

that he traveled before the accident. If one wants to deal in

presumptions, the Court can as readily presume that appellant

Murray did not want to see what happened and could say

that he blacked out.
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A number of cases are cited in 79 ALR, p. 48 wherein

it is held

:

The plaintiff may not rely upon res ipsa loqui-

tur where he pleads specific negligence or a par-

ticular cause.

Also, it may be stated that as a general proposition

negligence is not presumed. The mere occurrence of an in-

jury creates no presumption of negligence, except in so far

as other facts make the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur appli-

cable. (Nichols Applied Evidence, Vol. 4, pp. 3302, 3303).

Res ipsa loquitur does not apply where injury was the

result of two or more concurring causes, nor in the case of

two travelers upon a highway. (Nichols Applied Evidence,

Vol. 4, p. 4027).

In the absence of statute to the contrary, it is generally

held that the maxim of res ipsa loquitur does not apply in

actions arising out of a collision between moving vehicles

upon the highway. (Blashfield Ency, of Automobile Law,

Vol. 9, p. 338).

Where there are several instrumentalities used in doing

the thing out of which the accident arose, some of which are

under the control of the defendant and others of which are

under the control of the complaining party, the doctrine of

res ipsa loquitur will not apply where the accident may

reasonably have occured by reason of defects in the instru-

mentality under plaintiff's control. (Nichols Applied Evi-

dence, Vol. 4, p. 4024.)
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Even if the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur should be con-

sidered by the Court to be applicable, the presumption of

due care merely negatives contributory negligence and does

not compel the conclusion that the other person involved in

the accident was negligent. (9 Blashfield Ency, Automobile

Law, p. 354).

It is held in cases where the only evidence produced by

the plaintiff is that an accident occurred and that by reason

of the lack of consciousness of the plaintiff the facts leading

up to the accident are not available to him

—

".
. . the presumption that the deceased used due care

bears only on the issue of contributory negligence;

it does not help the plaintiff on the issue of neg-

ligence by the defendant, the defendant being en-

titled to a like presumption of due care on that

issue. The trial Court properly held that it is in-

sufficient evidence to take case to jury." Riess v.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, (2CC) 107 F.

2d 385. (Underscoring ours)

.

"Briefly stated, the mere fact that a collision

has occurred can not, in the absence of evidence as

to the manner of its occurrence, afford proof that

one party and not the other was at fault ... If it

be presumed that the decedent was proceeding

across the street carefully and lawfully, the pre-

sumption merely negatives contributory negligence

as a factor, but it does not compel the conclusion

that defendant was negligent. It is possible that

neither party was at fault." (Pfendler v. Speer,

185 A. 618, p. 619);

See also

Hadnazi v. Zero Ice Corp. (Pa.), 194 A. 908;

McElwain v. Myers (Pa.) , 80 A. 2d 859.
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The burden is upon the plaintiff to show that the de-

fendant was negligent and that his negligence was the prox-

imate cause of the accident. The law presumes in the cases

where res ipsa loquitur applies that the injured or deceased

person was not negligent, but that lends no basis for inferring

that the defendant was negligent. (Wenhold v. O'Dea, (Pa.)

12 A. 2d 115, p. 117; Vance v. Grohe, (Iowa) 274 N.W.

902, 116 A.L.R. 332; Mast v. Illinois Central Railroad Co.,

79 F.S. 149; 9 Blashfield Ency, of Automobile Law, p.

427).

The Supreme Court of Idaho, in the case of Dept. of

Finance v. Union Pacific Railroad Company, 61 Idaho p.

484, 104 P. 2d 1110, has held;

"The presumption in itself is sufficient to con-

stitute prima facie evidence that (the plaintiff) was
at the time of the collision free from contributory

negligence."

But, in the case of Geist v. Moore, 58 Idaho, p. 149, on

p. 167, 70 P. 2d 403, the Court approved the following

instruction:

"The Court instructs the jury that after the

plaintiff has proven carelessness and negligence on

the part of defendant, if she has so proven them,

the presumption is that the deceased used ordinary

care and prudence ..." (Underscoring ours.)

So it will be seen by the Court that it is incumbent first

that the plaintiff prove negligence on the part of the de-

fendant before any presumption of due care can be indulged
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in, as far as Appellant Murray is concerned, and this the

plaintiff has failed to do in this case.

It will be further noted that the cases above cited hold

that the only benefit that can be derived from the presump-

tion in favor of the plaintiff in the cases in which the

doctrine of res ipsa loquitur applies is the presumption that

said plaintiff was free from contributory negligence. By

plantiff-appellant Lester F. Murray's own testimony he

has shown the Court that he was guilty of contributory

negligence, in that he was asked the question:

"Q. How fast were you driving just before you saw

. this truck?

A. About thirty-five miles an hour" (Tr. p. 78)

.

As will be noted in the summary of the argument, (supra)

the motor vehicle laws of the State of Idaho governing the

speeds at which an automobile may be driven within the

village limits or in a business district are very definite.

Should we disregard paragraph "3" of Section 49-504 of the

Idaho Code, supra, which governs the rate of speed that a

driver is permitted to drive when approaching within fifty

feet of, and in traversing, an intersection of highways, the

same limiting the speed to fifteen miles per hour? Paragraphs

"3 and 6 and part 7" states:

"3. Fifteen miles an hour when approaching

within fifty feet and in traversing an intersection

of highways when the driver's view is obstructed.

A driver's view shall be deemed to be obstructed
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when at any time during the last fifty feet of his

approach to such intersection, he does not have a

clear and uninterrupted view of such intersection

and of the traffic upon all of the highways enter-

ing such intersection for a distance of two hundred
feet of such intersection;

"6. Fifteen miles an hour on all other highways

in a business district, as defined herein

;

"7. Twenty miles an hour in a residence dis-

trict, as defined herein, and in public parks unless

a different speed is fixed by local authorities and

duly posted.

"It shall be prima facie unlawful for any person

to exceed any of the foregoing speed limitation,

except as provided in subdivision (c) of this sec-

tion
"

By Mr. Murray's own admission he was violating the

speed limits then and there imposed upon the traveling pub-

lic using said highway, and by virtue of the terms of Sec.

49-520, Idaho Code, which reads:

".
. . . The driver of any vehicle traveling at

an unlawful speed shall forfeit any right of way
which he might otherwise have hereunder.

"b. The driver of a vehicle approaching but not

having entered an intersection shall yield the right

of way to a vehicle within such intersection and
turning therein to the left across the line of travel

of such first-mentioned vehicle, provided the driver

of the vehicle turning left has given a plainly visi-

ble signal of intention to turn as required in sec-

tion 49-519.
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Mr. Murray has forfeited and waived any rights that he

would have had had he been traveUng at lawful speed at

the time and the place mentioned.

The appellee, however, need not rely upon any contribu-

tory negligence on the part of the appellant to defeat the

appellant's right of recovery. No place in the record is there

any evidence tending to show that the appellee was in anywise

negligent in the operation of his truck. It is incumbent upon

the plaintiff in any action based upon negligence to prove

negligence before he is entitled to any relief for damages

suffered in any accident. (Geist v. Moore, 58 Idaho 149, 167;

70 P. 2d 408 at 411).

And the evidence affirmatively shows that appellee was,

in fact, not guilty of any negligence, as Mr. Tillotson, the

Village Marshall of Downey, being one of the appellants'

witness, testified as hereinafter set forth (T. pp. 28, 85).

There is an assertion by the appellants that Mr. McFar-

land was negligent in that he propelled and drove his truck

into a left hand turn across the center line of said highway

(Tr. p. 5).

There is no evidence to substantiate said allegation, and

by reason thereof said Plaintiff must fail if he relies on the

said alleged negligent act of Defendant as last above stated.

In examining the record the Court will find that the

only testimony given was to the contrary. Mr. Tillotson, the

Village Marshall of Downey, was called as one of the plain-

tiffs' witnesses, and he was asked:
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"Q. When you arrived at the scene of the accident

did you observe the window of the truck, on

the driver's side?"

A. I did; yes, sir.

Q. Was it up or down?

A. It was down, sir."

(Tr. p. 85).

Then again, the same witness was asked the question:

"Q. With reference to how the accident occurred,

what did Mr. McFarland say to you?

A. He said he was coming to town with a load of

grain, taking it over to the elevator, I believe,

to get it treated and fanned for the purpose of

planting or selling, I wouldn't be positive, but

anyway he was taking it to the elevator, and
pulling on his right-hand lane of traffic he had
to make a left-hand turn to get over the rail-

road crossing to get over to the mill. It is the

only way he had of doing it. Mr. McFarland
told me that he signaled with his left arm to

make the left-hand turn. He told me he had no

way of avoiding the collision." (Tr. p. 28)

.

(Underscoring ours)

.

"Q. Now, you wrote down what he told you at

that time?

A. Yes, sir." (Tr. P. 28).

The two excerpts above referred to, the Court will find,

constitute the only testimony as to whether Mr. McFarland
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signaled or not, and there is no evidence to counteract the

statement that he did signal.

The officer, namely. Village Marshall, further testified

that the Murray car, namely, the Plymouth, ran into the

right front side of the McFarland truck (Tr. p. 36). It

will be further noted that the actual point of impact occur-

red some XlYi feet from the oil (Tr. p. 27).

"Q. You read it to me.

A. 36 feet from oil pavement to front of the

truck; XlYi feet from oil to the point of im-

pact; from point of impact to where both

vehicles stopped was 11^ feet; from back of

truck to the oil pavement was 12^ feet."

(Tr. P. 27).

Q. Was anything said about insurance?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. I want you to give all of the conversation that

you had with Mr. McFarland at the time that

Mr. Nielsen asked you about (23).

Mr. Nielsen: We object to this as immaterial and

irrelevant and certainly has nothing to do with how
the accident occured.

The Court: All the conversation would be admis-

sible.

A. Of course, I talked to Mr. McFarland. I asked

Mr. McFarland if he had insurance on his

truck. That is natural; we always do in the in-

vestigations and Mr. McFarland told me "no."

He said he did not.

I
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Q. As I understand you Mr. McFarland told you

that he signaled that he was crossing the high-

way?

A. That's right.

Q. Did I understand you to say that it was the

right front fender of Mr. McFarland's truck

that was injured?

A. That's right, sir.

Q. His car or truck was located in a south and

southeasterly direction and Mr. Murray's was
in a northeast and southwesterly direction?

A. That's right, sir.

(Tr. P. 32 and 33) (Also see exhibits 8 to 17,

Tr. P. 33. An explanation was made of these

exhibits in pages 33 and 34 of the Transcript)

.

On pages 36 and 37 of the transcript Marshall Tillotson

described it as follows:

"Q. The information you have on that book you
wrote down when?

A. At the scene of the accident.

Q. Now, you were asked by opposing counsel to

tell about certain measurements taken from that

book. Now, what else have you in that book?

Mr. Nielsen: Again we object on the ground that it

is incompetent, immaterial and irrelevent as to

what is in this book and it is self-serving.
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The Court: How long have you been a police of-

ficer? (28)

A. About ten years.

The Court: You have examined a good many acci-

dents?

A. Yes, sir, but this is the first time I was ever

called in court on one.

The Court: He may answer.

Q. You may state.

A. Here is what I have. "Looking both cars over

at the scene of the accident, it looked to me like

the Plymouth ran into the right front side of

the truck."

Q. Mr. Tillotson, do you know as to whether or

not where this accident happened is within the

limits of the Village of Downey?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And this highway upon which these cars were

driving at that point is within the village of

Downey, is it?

A. It is.

Q. When you were talking this morning about a

sign and said this impact happened 45 feet

north, above that, is that still within the vil-

lage of Downey?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. I believe you stated that it was 1 1 Vi feet from
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that point of impact to where the vehicles were

stoppeci, is that right?

A. That is right (29).

Q. I don't beheve I understand you on that; you
mean after the vehicles hit each other there was
some travel of one or both of them and the

farthest was 1 1 Yx feet away from there?

A. That is right, sir.

Q. And the truck would not have travelled that

WVi feet as it was to the west of the sedan?

A. I beg your pardon.

Q. The truck was west of the sedan, and it was
the farthest from the point of impact as that

11 j/2 f^st indicates?

A. That's right.

Judge Baum: That's all, your Honor.

Thus the Court will see, in light of the evidence given, that

there is no evidence as to how the plantiff handled his car

after passing the stop sign, as the evidence is that he had no

recollection of the occurrence (Tr. pp, 64, 65, 78, 81). He

is of the opinion that he was traveling about 35 miles per

hour (Tr. p. 78) all of which is contrary to the pro-

visions contained in Section 49-520, Idaho Code (and it is

safe to assume from a reading of the deposition taken by the

defendant of Appellant Murray and the Transcript herein

that Appellant Murray was exceeding, by many miles, 35
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miles per hour.) Even if it was presumed that he was using

due care for his own safety, however, to estabUsh actionable

negligence in such a case, the evidence must so describe, pic-

ture, or visualize what happened as to enable one fixed with

the responsibility for ascertaining the facts to find that the

defendant was the culpable party, and to warrant such a find-

ing the evidence must be so strong as to preclude the possi-

bility of injury in any other way and compel as the only

reasonable one the conclusion that the accident was caused by

the negligence of the defendant in the manner alleged. The

plaintiff must not only show the defendant's negligence but

that the injury complained of was the result of such negli-

gence. Negligence is never presumed, and it cannot be presum-

ed that the defendant was negligent herein. There is no evi-

dence that the defendant violated any law of the State of

Idaho, in fact the evidence shows that the only one that was

obeying the laws was Appellee McFarland (Tr. P. 28) . Any

decision of the court or jury that the defendant was negligent

would be the merest guesswork. The evidence as introduced

by the plaintiff is that the defendant gave the proper left-

hand signal before making the turn (Tr. p. 28)

.

In appellants' statement of points there are seven items

upon which error is predicated, to which the Court's atten-

tion was to be directed (Tr. pp. 97, 98, 99). However, in

examining the Brief of Appellants it appears that Points 5,

6 and 7 are the only points upon which any reliance is placed

by the appellants, and it therefore can be deemed that the

appellants waived the other objections mentioned therein.

I

I
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However appellee will touch briefly upon these other matters.

The appellants alleged that the Court erred in sustaining

the objection of the appellee during the trial of the case to

the following question:

"Q. With reference particularly to where Mr. Mur-
ray was, did he say anything as to where he

was?

Judge Baum: Objected to as leading. Let him ask

for the full conversation.

The Court: Sustained."

(Tr. p. 28).

It will be noted that the objection was on the grounds that

the question was leading and, since this was appellants' own

witness, the objection was sustained on the ground that as

said question was phrased, it required that the witness only

divulge part of the conversation, and as appellee's counsel

objected to the divulging only a part of the conversation, if

all the conversation was desired so that all the facts or all

the conversation could be placed before the jury for their

consideration, then appellants' witness would be permitted

to answer. Surely no reversible error could result from the

Court's merely requiring that all the facts be placed before

the jury and, as will be noted by appellant's counsel's fol-

lowing question on the same aforementioned page, said

counsel did not choose to pursue this line of questioning

further. The same might be said as to all the objections by
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Appellant as to the rulings of the Court on the questioning

of the several witnesses.

It is alleged that the Court committed error in denying

appellants' offer of proof wherein counsel desired to ask a

question of one of appellants' witnesses in a leading manner

in an attempt to impeach their own witness (Tr. pp. 83, 84)

on the grounds that they were victims of surprise, in that

from their prior conversation with said witness Tillotson,

they had gained a different impression from that which he

testified to at the time of the trial. It is pointed out to the

Court that this ruling arose out of the line of questioning

found on pages 38 and 39 of the Transcript, as follows:

"Q. Referring to this — strike that — refreshing

your recollection, Mr. Tillotson, isn't it true

that Mr. McFarland told you that he did not

see the approching Murray car in time to stop

to avoid a collision?

A. I don't remember that statement, sir.

Q. Would you say that he didn't?

Judge Baum : We object to that unless he has some-

thing to prove that statement.

THE COURT: Yes, you can't impeach your own
witness unless you have the evidence.

MR. NIELSEN: We do have the evidence and I

was laying the foundation for the impeaching

ing question.

THE COURT: Are you going to impeach your

own witness?

I
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MR. NIELSEN: It wis our intention if he said

that he didn't remember.

THE COURT: Counsel may approach the bench.

(Conference between Court and counsel.)
"

And further on page 39 of said Transcript we find the

following:

THE COURT: I will sustain this objection, I

couldn't even allow a stipulation that would
violate the statute. I want to say to the jury

that sometimes when questions are asked, the

jury may think that there is something being

hidden from the jury and the fact that this re-

port has been mentioned in Court at all is pre-

judicial error and the Court would be justified

in granting a mistrial because the statutes of the

State of Idaho prohibit the use of anything

on a report by a police officer to the city or

state from being admitted in evidence in any

way, and I don't want the jury to get the im-

pression that there is anything on this report

in connection with this case that would be pre-

judicial to either of the parties here. I think you
will understand that it is very easy to suggest

that there is something in existence that is be-

ing covered up from the jury. That is not the

case here, and if I thought that any member of

the jury would be influenced in any way by
the mentioning of this report then I would
grant a mistrial on my own motion. Under the

circumstances I am satisfied that no one on this

jury would be prejudiced in any way or in-

fluenced by anything except what you hear

from the witness stand."

Judge Baum: We would like to have a few min-
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utes to consider the proper motion at this time.

The Court: The jury may be excused.

(In the absence of the jury.)

Judge Baum: The defendant at this time moves
for a mistrial by reason of the following facts:

That the Plaintiffs herein have referred to

privileged communication and have shown be-

fore the jury that they had in their hands a

copy of a report which they were not privileg-

ed to have and that it was demonstrated to the

jury by counsel having it in his hands and

walking to the Bench with it and for the furth-

er reason that the action of counsel in refer-

ring to the report before lunch and the matters

that occurred after lunch is prejudical to the

rights of the defendant, and that the defendant

has been prejudiced by the remarks of counsel

and the questions of counsel pertaining to this

report and more particularly in view of this

witness's answers that he made before noon
and the further fact that they were attempting

to impeach their own witness, and owing to

the further fact that error was committed pre-

judicial to the defendant by the inference that

was created that this witness had put things on

his report that he has not testified to here to-

day. (33)

(Testimony of John L. Tillotson.)

The Court: This man was called as Plaintiff's

witness and I want to look into this a little.

Mr. Peterson: May I make an observation at this

point, your Honor? We are not attempting nor

shall we attempt to impeach the honesty or the
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veracity of any of the statements that this wit-

ness has made. We only seek to enlarge his testi-

mony by such method as is proper to refresh

his recollections as to other matters, not to im-

peach the truth of his statements. We do not

question the truth of any of the statements that

have been made, we only desire to elicit proper

evidence to enlarge his testimony and not to say

that any of it is untrue—there is a distinction

between saying that what your witness has

testified to is not so and trying to produce evi-

dence beyond the scope of his testimony.

The Court: I think in view of the fact that the use

of the report was so prejudicial and the fact

that counsel had the report I am certain that the

jury got the same inference that I got that this

was in the report, because counsel was holding

the report in his hand and he was asking this

question of the witness. I think the damage is

done, I don't think even if you put on other

testimony outside of the report in connection

with any statement he made, the jury would
still think (34) that the statement was in this

report. I will leave the matter open for you to

recall this witness later after I have ruled.

Judge Baum: May I make an observation at this

time—if this witness had taken them by sur-

prise that would be one thing, but one of the

question asked was, "Aren't you friendly to the

defendant?" Now, they knew enough to ask

that question; they knew who he was,, he is an
officer of the law; they had conferred with
him, and then they asked that question and
then at this point after this other error, to

to seek to impeach him places the defendant in

a very unfair position.
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The Court: I will reserve my ruling and then if I

decide against you I will ask you to make your

offer of proof, Mr. Peterson.

(In the present of the jury.)

The Court: Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury,

I am going to violate the statute a little myself

so as to disabuse your minds in connection

with this report for fear that you may have

some impression that the matter concerning

which counsel was asking the witness is in the

report. I will say, it is not in the report so that

you can take my word for that. I mention this

so that you will not be prejudiced in any way
by thinking that something of that kind was in

the report."

Thus it appears that the appellants are complaining by

reason of the Court's adhering to the rule set down in Section

49-106 of the Idaho Code, wherein it is stated under para-

graph "c" of said section:

".
. . . Such reports shall be without prejudice, shall

be for the information of the department and shall

not be open to public inspection. The fact that

such reports have been so made shall be admissible

in evidence solely to prove a compliance with this

section but no such report or any part thereof or

statement contained therein shall be admissible in

evidence for any other purpose in any trial, civil,

or criminal, arising out of such accident."

From the nature of the ruling of the Court it can be seen

that Appellants planned to attempt to impeach witness Til-

lotson's testimony by inadmissable evidence and likewise to
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impeach their own witness.

Reversible error can not be predicated upon the fact that

the Court adhered to the rule of evidence established by

statutory enactment in this State.

In summary it may be said that the Hon. Chase A. Clark,

the trial Judge, did not err in directing a verdict for

the appellee and against the appellants, because it is clearly

shown that the appellants did not meet the burden of proof

with which they were charged in order for them to be suc-

cessful. The appellants were unable to prove one act of negli-

gence that the appellee was guilty of. They predicated their

entire case upon the mere fact that an accident happened, and

they failed entirely to prove any of the specific charges of

negligence which they complained that appellee was guilty of.

The appellant Lester Murray's only answer to the cause of

the accident was that he did not remember. The presumption

! of due care works equally in favor of both the appellants and

the appellee (Hadnazi v. Zero Ice Corp. (Pa.) , 194 A. 908)

.

Even though the law did presume that the appellant herein

was not negligent does not lead to any basis for inferring that

the appellee was negligent. The Court will remember that

the point of impact in this accident was approximately eleven

and one-half feet off the traveled portion of the highway.

Near the point of impact a crossroad intersected U. S. High-

way 91-191. The evidence as testified to by appellants' own

witnesses was that the appellee's window on the left-hand

side of his truck was rolled down and that the officer himself

was advised at the time of the accident that a proper signal
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road aforementioned. Appellants have been unable to prove

any violation by appellee of the rules governing the operation

of motor vehicles upon our highways. In fact, if we were to

engage in a little conjecture, we could readily visualize that

the defendant McFarland not only used due care but used

extraordinary care in attempting to avoid the accident. By

appellant Murray's own testimony it is shown that he vio-

lated the speed restrictions imposed upon the traveling public

in a business district when said district lies within the cor-

porate limits of a municipality. So if the Court can say there

was any negligence, surely it must find that such negligence

consisted of appellant Murray's failure to heed the rules and

regulations relating to the use of highways in the state of

Idaho.

In light of all the above and foregoing, it is respect-

fully submitted that the decision of the United States District

Court for the District of Idaho, Eastern Division, should be

sustained and that the appellee should be dismissed with his

costs.

Respectfully submitted,

O. R. BAUM
RUBY Y. BROWN
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Attorneys for Appellee
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